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MINUTES — Approved 

General Session: (Open to the Public) 
• Welcome / Bob Rice, Chair  (9:00 AM) 
• Adopt Minutes of Previous Meeting 

o Motion by Jeff to adopt minutes for September 14 meeting. Seconded by Larry. Motion passes 4-0. 
o Motion by Larry to adopt minutes for September 25 meeting.  
 Pete has a correction on the bottom of the third page: the fifth line from the bottom should be 

"poll" not "meeting" and apologizes if he said "meeting." The third line from the bottom should 
state "the ULTA cannot claim." (However, in context the minutes are correct and portray the 
intended meaning: "He doesn't think the ULTA can claim…") 

 Jeff has a change: The last page should be changed to read "Jeff thinks that having an 
interpretation of the rule is extremely valuable." 

 Seconded by Jeff. Motion passes 4-0. 
• Reports 

o Concur with Licensee Report / Suzette 
 There are no new licenses for agencies, but there is a reinstated license that was down for 303 

days. She will be including this on the agency report going forward, and also on the individual 
report. 

 Jeff asks what the length of time is before a license cannot be reinstated. Suzette says it has to be 
reinstated within 12 months, or they would have to apply for a new license. 

 Suzette notes that someone asked last month how the public would know if there's a limitation on 
a license. The answer is that they wouldn't; it's an internal notification. 

 Motion by Kirk to concur. Seconded by Jeff. Motion passes 4-0. 



o Concur with Complaint & Enforcement Report / Suzette 
 It was a slow month for investigations, with 5 cases opened and 3 closed. Market Conduct got 

almost totally caught up on e-cases, with only a few outstanding for payment and they were 
approved last month. They should be paying within a few days. Suzette says she thinks title is 
quiet because everyone is trying to figure out the new rules to make sure they're doing it right. 

 Motion by Larry to concur. Seconded by Jeff. Motion passes 4-0. 
o Request for Dual Licensee Expedited Request: None 
o Request for Attorney Exemption: None 

• Administrative Proceedings Action / Mark Kleinfield, ALJ 
o Stipulation and Order: None 
o Order to Show Cause: None 
o Informal Adjudicative Proceeding and Order: None 
o Notice of Formal Adjudicative Proceeding: None 

• Board Duties & Responsibilities / Perri 
o Nothing this month, but she will have something next month if there are new board members. 

• New Business 
o CFPB closing disclosure draft / Jeff/Brett 
 This was a Hot Topic last month. The discussion was around the fact that the premiums on the 

CFPB closing disclosure form may not be accurate to what is filed with the state. There's a 
settlement statement that can accompany the closing disclosure that would then accurately reflect 
what the real premiums were. Texas promulgated a form that goes out with all closings. Utah 
doesn't have many promulgated forms, but the department understands that there's an issue. Brett 
and Jeff presented a memo they created. They looked at wording that the ULTA may want to 
include so consumers know there's a discrepancy. The department is aware that if they get 
complaints, they should look at the totality of the forms so they can make sure the correct rates 
are being filed. The key issue is that consumers may not understand why a federal form reflects 
one thing while a state form reflects something different. 

 Kirk notes that this issue only arises when underwriters file simultaneous rates. If there isn't one 
of those, the problem doesn't exist. 

 Brett says the department is concerned with the rate the consumer pays at the close of the 
transaction. We won't take enforcement action provided the actual rate paid is consistent with the 
filed rate. James provided best practices and interpretations of the federal law. James sent Brett an 
ALTA whitepaper that discussed the issue, as well as an official rule interpretation and a real-
world example. 

 Brett reads the interpretation. 
 Brett asks if it would be helpful to issue a bulletin, or is the industry satisfied that the 

department's concern is that consumers are being charged a correct rate consistent with filed rates 
and forms? 

 Kirk says his reason for bringing it up was for the consumer's benefit. There will be confusion at 
the closing table, and he was looking for a basic document that can be handed to the consumer 
that would explain the discrepancy. 

 Brett says it's easier to explain if you can see the calculation, but it might be helpful to provide a 
narrative of the issue and the reason why the consumer will see something different. 

 Jeff thinks we could put together a bulletin or something that could be posted to the department's 
website. He asks if Kirk and Larry want a bulletin since they're on the front line. Kirk says a 
bulletin would also help lenders. Jeff asks Perri if a bulletin would be appropriate. Perri says 
bulletins are really used to interpret a statute or a rule. Brett says a consumer alert might work. 

 The NAIC is working on a concise consumer guide on CFPB, and there will be a final wrap-up 
call on November 3. Once the guide is finished, it could be sent out as a consumer alert or 
published online. 



 Commissioner Kiser asks Perri if bulletins can be used to provide instructional material. Perri 
asks if there will be pushback on what's provided; if there's pushback, the bulletin has no force of 
law. 

 Bob asks if what Jeff and Brett put together could be seen as an interpretation of the law. He 
thinks it would be. Perri notes that it seems to be worded to the consumer. Bob suggests taking 
the first paragraph and putting it between the two paragraphs in the second part. Brett likes the 
idea of describing the issue and what it means to consumers — that's the department doing its job 
of helping consumers understand title insurance. The question isn't should we provide this 
information, it's what is the best method of providing the information to help agents, lenders and 
consumers. 

 The memo could be posted on the website soon, then when the consumer guide is ready it could 
be incorporated in it. Brett says there's some urgency to get information out now. 

 Jeff thinks they should propose a bulletin, then add it to New Business next month to discuss 
while putting the memo out in the interim. 

 Scott Cope doesn't think the memo does any good because it doesn't have an example. Brett 
suggests putting together a proposed bulletin, and will work with Jeff to see if the Commissioner 
is comfortable with it, and a bulletin with example can be done before next month. Jeff says it 
would have an ALTA settlement statement. 

 Jeff asks if the commission would see a draft of the bulletin at the November meeting. Brett says 
yes if they'd like to, but if there's urgency they could do it on an expedited basis. Jeff proposes 
working with the department to make changes and get out a version that has numbers on it. 

 Frank Medina notes that the draft doesn't say anything about a settlement statement — should it? 
Jeff says if they combine the top paragraph with Bob's recommendations then add an example 
with numbers and sample forms, it wouldn't change the substance. 

 Kirk says there will be sample by virtue of the settlement statement presented at the closing table. 
If the department has its seal on something, people would be more apt to accept it. He thinks 
shorter and more concise is better. 

 Bob asks if the department should send out the bulletin prior to the next meeting, or should they 
see it at the meeting. Jeff thinks it should just go out. 

o Revisit alleged unlicensed businesses / Jeff 
 This shows up on reports frequently and there's a lot of work in it for investigators. He wants to 

look at the standards to make sure they have an understanding. 
 Bob asks if it would be appropriate to create a rule that says if you renew within x days of a 

license lapsing, then it's retroactive to its lapse date so it's like the license never lapsed. Jeff says 
when there's a lapse, the department asks a lot of questions and there's often just a standard 
charge. If there's a short lapse, it would be a question of how many times has this happened 
versus how much work was done. 

 Suzette says this is why she added the new report section, so you could see the time span. She 
notes that for this month there were agencies with lapses of 303 and 254 days — if they were 
doing business, they had to have done a number of closings; if they weren't doing business it's not 
a problem. However, that's an egregious violation. She asks where you'd set the limit. 

 Jeff asks if there's a time frame that makes sense. He notes that there are spans of 8 and 9 days. 
He agrees that once you get almost to a year you've had ample time to get reinstated. 

 David Moore notes that in Sircon there's a 3-day lockout if you try to renew past your deadline. If 
you try to renew on the 1st, you can't. Suzette says that has been fixed. 

 Jeff says in past discussions it was in reference to a rule change. 
 Bob moves this to Old Business for November. Jeff will do analysis about whether that can be 

done by rule or by statute change. 
o Consider amending R592-6 / Jeff 
 Jeff says the feedback he's received has been that the board did good work and made a lot of 

progress, but there are areas that need to be revisited. He proposes looking at opening R592-6 to 



discussion. The commission's prior discussion was looking at a lot of fines and interpretations in 
the industry, and right now there aren't any. It would be a good time to look at the entirety of the 
rule, with CFPB on the horizon. He proposes inviting comment from the public and putting 
together proposed language for a new rule and looking at it in its totality. 

 Bob notes that the subcommittee did just that: opened the rule and looked at it in its totality. He 
says he's received similar feedback to what Jeff did, and there have been a lot of individuals who 
are disgruntled about the rule. 

 Larry says the subcommittee worked on it for six months, and it was a difficult process. They 
talked about CFPB throughout and the implications it would have on providing a thing of value. 
He suggests tabling it for a few months to see what will happen with CFBP enforcing the thing of 
value limit. It will have implications and fines. He's also concerned about the real estate 
community asking title agents to do more and more of their marketing. Within the rule it says 
they can't be provided a secretary or information that isn't part of title and escrow. If the industry 
wants to go the route of being the real estate community's secretary, they can go down that road, 
but he doesn't think it will be healthy for the industry. He wants to let the rule sit for a few 
months while CFPB rolls out, and see what's going to happen with it. 

 Kirk says there's a lot of angst in the industry with how the department will enforce the new rule. 
There are things the industry has done for 20+ years that have become second nature. He thinks 
most people just want to know how the department will enforce going forward. Everyone wants 
to know what they can and can't do going forward. 

 Jeff agrees with what Larry says, and he doesn't think there needs to be an immediate change. 
When the rule was revised, the commission talked about CE, social media and those things, but 
doesn't remember an emphasis on CFPB. He would like to convene a working group that will 
report next month in Old Business. He has been asking how things are done in surrounding states, 
and Utah is different. He doesn't see anything happening in the next couple of months, but it's 
something to review and have ready should the need arise.  

 Matt Sager says there's a lot of confusion in the industry because there are a lot of interpretations. 
Certain title companies are following how they believe the department is interpreting the rule, but 
others aren't following the same interpretation. So, customers are leaving and going to title 
companies who do things differently. There's inconsistency with how the rule is being interpreted. 
There is a need to get clarity — there either needs to be a bulletin or a clear rule. He asks that the 
commission look at it immediately, rather than passing it off. 

 Carol Yamamoto asks what will prevent agents from just ordering a bunch of PRs just to get 
information, then down the road they don't close. Matt says the rule is clear that you can only 
order a commitment on a bona fide transaction. He says no matter what the rule is, someone will 
bend or break it. He urges the commission to create a clear rule. 

 Jeff realizes there's a need for interpretation, and it's also time to look at the rule as a whole. He 
thinks on Old Business there is a need to understand the current interpretation, but he doesn’t' 
know that anything needs to be approved. He would like to get together with ULTA and others in 
the industry to look at where the rule is today in light of upcoming changes. It's important to be 
current. 

 Larry notes that the subcommittee worked for six months on the rule, but for the last month or 
two we've heard that there are places without clarity. He would like to know what are the areas 
that aren't clear, then have that submitted to the commission so they can be dealt with. 

 Jeff would like to work with ULTA and others in the industry to gather information about 
possible amendments to the rule. 

 Pete says procedurally the rule has already been opened. He says all of the suggestions he's seen 
are to expand the rule. He agrees with Larry — nobody is asking what specific lines mean, they're 
asking to add things to the rule. Perri notes that nobody made a motion to open the rule. Jeff says 
no, he wants to move it to next month. Pete says they opened it the month after they approved the 



rule. The commission agrees that it was never opened up — it was added to the agenda to discuss 
whether to open it. 

 Matt notes that a proposal was submitted with the materials today. Bob says that was given to him 
by someone in the industry as an example of changes they'd like to see. 

 Larry reviewed the document and he thinks it expands too much. It lists things that would be 
provided over and above title and escrow services, with fees to be charged for those services. He 
is concerned that CFPB will come in and audit, and there will be hefty fines and explanations as 
to why they're giving this work away for nothing, or for a greatly reduced fee. 

 Jeff says perhaps they look at the rule and no changes are necessary. He just thinks it would be a 
good exercise to continue looking at the rule. He thinks they need to keep the rule at the forefront 
and move forward with discussion. 

 Bob says he's heard grumblings from people who think the rule is confusing, but he hasn't heard 
anything that has convinced him that anything in the rule is confusing or inconsistent. What he 
sees is that the rule doesn't comport with what the industry has done for a long time. That's 
causing consternation about how to fit existing practices within the new rule. He's not against 
opening the rule if the industry is unhappy with it. He's happy to form a subcommittee to get 
consensus with the department. What he doesn't want is to open the rule, make a recommendation 
and a new rule, then have a new group of 25 people complain and want it opened again. 

 One thing he's heard is people saying that something isn't specifically prohibited in R592-6-4, 
they can provide it. However, that's a poor reading of the statute as a whole. Yes it's not 
specifically prohibited, but is it specifically allowed? What the marketing rules do is provide a 
safe haven from the illegal inducement statute. The other thing is agents saying they're purveyors 
of information and if they don't provide it, they won't be useful information. He says not to give it 
away for free — information is valuable. Charge for it. 

 Motion by Larry to table R592-6 for a few months to see what CFPB says. 
 Jeff wants to move it to Old Business so he can gather new information and get a more concrete 

idea of what's going on. Then at that point they can decide whether to open the rule or not. Larry 
notes his and Jeff's motions are basically the same. He would like people to submit what's unclear 
about the rule so the commission can look at it. 

 Seconded by Jeff. Motion passes 4-0. 
 Brett asks if they could have Perri present on CFPB in November: what it says and where it is. He 

thinks this would help him and others to know what the law says. 
 Bob says if there are specific things that people find unclear or that need to be changed, they 

should send them to Steve (sgooch@utah.gov) to forward to the commission. 
• Old Business 

o Update on new commission members / Commissioner Kiser 
 The Commissioner received notice that names were submitted to the Senate and they should be 

approved in October. 
o Discuss issues related to proposed bulletin re: interpretation of R592-6 / Brett 
 31A-23a-402(2) says (in short) you can't give anything of value unless it is available to everyone. 

With the proposed bulletin, the special meeting on September 25 was very rushed and he had to 
turn around an edit on ULTA's proposed bulletin so quickly he didn't catch all the nuance and 
terms of art. It is important to Commissioner Kiser that agents and consumers in the state have 
predictable and consistent legislation. The department doesn't want to have to reinterpret the law 
unless they need to. In the past two weeks, two questions have been asked repeatedly regarding 
the new rules: 1) can title producers give out farm reports? and 2) can title producers give out 
radius lists? These questions mean different things to different agents. Historically, the 
department hasn't taken enforcement if an agent gives a list of names and addresses in a particular 
geographic area (as long as they're not labels). However, the law seems more restrictive than what 
the department has been allowing for the past several years. The rule hasn't changed anything 
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regarding those lists, but as we go through the bulletin process, he would like to say that you can 
give them out as long as they're generally available to everyone. 

 R592-6-4(20) now says a title producer can't provide access except as set forth in R592-6-5, 
which says they can give a property profile through any means, as long as it's only the four items 
listed in the rule. He reads this as more consistent with what he got from ULTA than the bulletin 
the department presented. Title producers can provide access to those four items any way they 
want.  He would like a bulletin that says 1) agents can provide lists to anyone (not labels) and 2) 
how the property profile information is made available. 

 Joseph McPhie says when they looked at R592-6-4(18) where it lists specifics, default and radius 
lists are specifically restricted unless they charge for it. They stopped doing default lists and 
radius lists because of that. He agrees with Matt that if other people take a different approach, the 
work automatically flows to those other companies. 

 Brett asks if they provide the lists to anyone who asks for it. Joseph says yes. Brett says they 
would fall into the safe haven under the law. Joseph says it wouldn't work under the rule. 

 Joseph says his office had their marketers go show their realtors how to pull lists for the county. 
Realtors can go through the same process, but it might take Joseph's marketer three hours to do it. 

 Pete thinks title agents should tell the department all of the information that they have been 
providing for free. He says history is repeating itself here; if they undo the rule today, then they 
set back title marketing regulation almost 20 years. He says this is a ruse to eliminate what's been 
worked on since 1997. There's not a small agency here that will survive it. 

 Jeff says the meeting on Sept. 25 was valuable, and thinks this is a critical matter that affects the 
industry. It just comes down to a single interpretation. Unfair marketing is a way to level the 
playing field. He cites code 24 CFR 3500.14 "Prohibition Against Kickbacks and Unearned Fees" 
which references 12 UFC 2602 (2), which talks about "a thing of value." 

 Cathy Yamamoto asks what can be pulled free from county websites, noting that legal lot and 
taxes and plat maps can be. It turns out that some counties provide more information for free than 
others do.  

 Matt notes that there's overall confusion about the rule. There is inconsistency in how the 
department has used and interpreted the term "access." 

 Larry asks if giving lists away for free would be a material inducement, aside from the four listed 
items. He thinks it's pretty clear that you can't give something away for free unless there's a 
specific carve-out for it. He says he would like the Commissioner to come out like California and 
Nevada did and say the industry can't give things away for free. Brett asks if it's a material 
inducement if it's free to everybody. Larry says the general overview of the section is that we're 
not giving things away for free. 

 Pete notes that the 800-pound gorilla is the Realtor. The Title & Escrow Commission can do 
whatever they want in these meetings, but the Realtors will trump it all. The title industry needs 
to get them on their side. 

 James Swan says the reality on the ground is that certain companies aren't giving out anything but 
the four items, but others are giving out everything. Regardless of the substance of the issue, it 
has to be clarified because there is a lot of confusion. 

 Jeff thinks all the comments have been good, but he remembers having these types of 
conversations regarding CE and other topics earlier in the year. He thinks it's positive discussion 
because it's not coming after someone has been enforced against. He thinks the bulletin is 
valuable because you can't make everyone happy, but at least you can help everyone understand 
what they can and cannot provide. He thinks providing lists is a service and a thing of value, and 
it should have a cost associated with it; if you're giving it away for free it's an inducement. 

 Frank Medina asks if a default list is a thing of value, even though it takes only the push of a 
button. Jeff says yes, because it's a person providing that service by pushing the button. He feels 
that the bulletin is essential at this point to provide clarity, whether or not people will like it. 



 Brett says he's happy to write the bulletin, but he needs to know what it should say. Particularly, it 
needs to address the value issue (are lists OK if they're available to everyone) and the concept of 
"access." 

 Responding to "access" Jeff asks if providing a radius search, property profile, etc. is OK as long 
as you make it available to the general public, but if you provide it via a mechanism that requires 
access (like an app), that's not OK. Matt says there are two rules: 18 says you cannot furnish or 
provide access; 20 says you cannot provide access, while saying nothing about furnishing. He 
thinks "access" is providing a login or other credentials to get direct information. He also finds it 
ironic that a title company can't provide a thing of value, but you can spend $50 on a business 
meal or activity. If it's going to be "no thing of value" then make it no thing of value; instead, 
we're picking and choosing with no rational basis and it's inconsistent. 

 Larry thinks that as long as there are carve-outs, there will always be people wanting new carve-
outs. Until the department decides, like other states have, that no thing of value can be given 
away for free, there will always be special interests wanting their thing given away for free. 

 Commissioner Kiser says the department is interpreting legislative law. He can't do whatever he 
wants to do, but he's had multiple discussions with legislators who have asked if the law should 
be changed to give more clarity. He doesn't know how it would end up. He had a lobbyist for the 
real estate industry verify that by telling him that they want to let the market bear what it will 
bear. That lobbyist would just as soon have title agents give everything free to real estate agents, 
then put everyone else out of business. Commissioner Kiser thinks there needs to be some 
governance that will help the title industry. If the department took a position like California and 
go to zero, what kind of support would he get from the title industry — he thinks there would be a 
lot of pushback. 

 Commissioner Kiser discusses the Zenefits model and history. Brett notes that 31A-23a-402.5 is 
the rule section that applies to Zenefits. 

 Bob says the commission would encourage the department to issue some sort of bulletin 
interpreting R592-6. Any interpretation will be helpful and welcome. Matt asks if the commission 
is proposing that the department issue the bulletin as drafted. Brett says no, he will redraft it. Bob 
notes that the commission is an advisory panel, so the department can promulgate whatever 
bulletin they see fit. 

• Other Business 
• Hot Topics 

o 31A-23a-201(2)(b): Increased amount of the bond that is required to be maintained by title licensees 
from $50,000 to $250,000 / Brett 
 Brett highlights for the industry that this law took effect in May, and encompasses bond or E&O 

coverage. The only thing that changed was the required amount going from $50,000 to $250,000. 
o Split closings after CFPB is implemented / Joseph McPhie 
 Lenders are subject to huge fines for violations of CFPB. Underwriters and agents are being hit 

up by large banks for indemnities against violations. Fines can be up to $1 million a day if the 
violations are intentional. In response, lenders are performing post-closing disbursement audits 
and report-carding the agents. Underwriters then get a monthly report showing how their agents  
have done. This puts a lot of pressure on agents to make sure they're in compliance with the exact 
lenders instructions that are provided to them. He's had lenders send service agreements that 
require him to provide financials, background statement and affirmative statements. 

 He says there will be a lot of title companies that they will be asked to work with on the other 
side of a split transaction that have not gone through the vetting process or are not committed by 
contract to follow the escrow instructions. 

 One question is how to address timing of everything. What happens when the lender audits or 
report-cards the agent. If everything remains the same and business goes on as usual, his fear is 
that all agents will slowly get blacklisted as lenders perform audits. 



 He also asks if consumers or lenders are still protected under a closing protection letter, or does it 
fall back on individual agents? What will happen starting with CFPB's implementation, if they 
inform lenders of a split transaction they won't realize what that means if they're a national bank. 
If they inform the loan processor or broker, that's not the same as informing the lender, which is 
discovered at the end of the transaction; that happens 45 days into the transaction, well after it is 
in process. 

 He doesn't see how they'll be able to comply with CFPB and continue doing split transactions 
unless the seller sends the deed to the buyer and the escrow is handled as a sub-escrow or a 
signing-only on the seller side and money is handled on the buyer side. Or, having both parties 
recognized as escrow providers and both receive instructions. 

 Bob says that agents will have extra liability, and some of the regulations are very onerous. There 
are a lot of people looking to shift the liability and blame. The state's current interpretation of 407 
pursuant to the Omni decision is going to make underwriters nervous too. If agents do a split 
closing, you're essentially violating the closing instructions every time, because it requires that 
you do certain things but you're relying on a third-party provider (another title company) to do it. 

 Jeff says he's not aware of a code provision that speaks to or defines split closings. Larry notes 
that split closings have evolved over time. Everybody opted to give the money to the seller side, 
while hoping the payoffs are made adequately so there aren't any escrow problems. They've 
known for years that's a violation of escrow instructions, but nobody has complied over the years. 
Now with CFPB, they're in conflict with not just lenders, but also CFPB. He's not sure they'll be 
very nice to agents if there are violations. Nobody has an answer to what the industry should do 
— Larry wants to know what the industry's ideas are. He doesn't know how you can continue to 
do splits going forward. 

 Jeff says split closings have been around for 25 years, and they have become an industry 
standard. He doesn't know how CFBP will affect the industry, but the agent's job is to follow 
instructions. If the lender's instructions say to do it one way, then that's how you should do it. If a 
split closing violates the instructions, lenders will have a huge problem with that. Under this 
regulation, lenders are looking at a lot of new laws and new issues, and it would be foolish to 
violate their instructions. If there's a way to follow the instructions appropriately, they have to 
look at that. Each lender has different instructions and they'll either allow it or they won't. Joseph 
says those who will be compliant will be fewer in number and those who won't will be the 
majority. 

 Jeff doesn't see "split closing" as a defined term; he just says to follow lenders' instructions, and if 
a lender won't allow a split closing, then that's the way it is — we follow instructions, not dictate 
them. 

 Larry notes that dispersing funds before the deed is recorded is a violation. He says the industry 
has been doing this for years, so it has become a habit to violate the instructions. The problem is 
that they have to provide lots of evidence that hasn't been done before. 

 Larry thinks there should be one funding mechanism, which is on the buyer's side. 
 Adam back talks about instances when two people are closing not in the same room at the same 

time. He asks if the order of recording the deed and trust deed matters. He says his software 
automatically sends a reminder after every disbursement to ask for a copy of checks, etc. Larry 
says there could be many issues with that. Unless one party takes responsibility, there could still 
be funding issues. Also who's listed on the escrow instructions as the settlement provider and 
have they been vetted? The issue comes down the road during an audit and you find out you're 
blacklisted. 

 Jeff thinks what's important is following instructions and defining if what you're doing is a split 
closing. He wants to know what the industry is going to do in light of CFPB. He thinks it is a 
perfect discussion for ULTA. What happens if a company gets fined in an audit and how does it 
affect the rest of the industry? 



 Matt thinks title companies should be nervous if they committed to provide the seller the closing 
disclosure. His opinion, based on the new regulations, is that when title companies sign these 
agreements they have agreed that they are the only title company, and no other title companies 
should be involved in the transaction. 

 Larry agrees and asks if a separate title company could issue a policy. Matt says yes, but it's 
problematic. There are issues with 407. Utah is unique because of split closings and 407, and it's 
up to title companies to figure it out. 

 Jeff thinks the industry needs to get to a point where we say Utah is unique because of split 
closings. A lot of states act similarly to how Utah does, but lenders need to understand it. We 
need to move past the term "split closing" to use language that is used in other states. 

Executive Session (None) 
• Adjourn  (11:23 AM) 

o Motion by Kirk to adjourn. Seconded by Jeff. Motion passes 4-0. 
• Next Meeting: November 9, 2015 — Copper Room 
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